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EXTERNAL
Interactive Formats

Virtual Workshops
- Topic suggestions: Cloud Application Services, Analytics, Procurement, RPA, Chatbots
- Expert provides introduction to the topic, participants ask their questions via microphone or chat
- Features such as polls, whiteboards, breakout rooms are used to create an interactive experience
- A moderator leads through the workshop
- Recommended length: 1.5 – 2 hrs

Virtual Round tables
- Topic suggestions: Product Roadmaps, Intelligent Enterprise, SAP S/4HANA MOVEMENT
- Several executives or experts discussing selected topics, moderated by SAP or SAP User Group
- Recommended length: 30 – 45 min

Virtual Video Coffee Corner with SAP Executives
- Topic suggestions: MD insights from market units, SAP S/4HANA MOVEMENT
- A SAP Executive, e.g. local MD, or SAP User Group Executive, talks about a current topic and participants ask questions and clarifications
- Recommended length: 15 – 45 min
Interactive Formats

Virtual Video Interview – “Talk of the Week”
- Topic suggestions: Sustainability, Corporate Social Responsibility, Health, any other product related topic
- A SAP Executive, and User Group representative talk about a current topic. Possible: Small group of participants can ask questions and clarifications
- Recommended length: 15 – 30 min

Live Video Showdown – From Experts for Experts
- Topic suggestions: RPA, SAP S/4HANA, Digital Supply Chain, Digital Transformation, SAP S/4HANA MOVEMENT
- SAP Expert and User Group Expert take deep dives into various topics
- Recommended length: 15 – 45 min
Interested?
Contact us!
sapusergroups.kt@sap.com

*maximum of 500 participants